INTRODUCTION
============

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a promising non-invasive anticancer therapy and is still under investigation.[@B1] As a feasible binary cancer therapy matured at several institutions throughout the world in the 1980\'s, PDT consists of the administration and selective accumulation of a photosensitizer (PS) in target tumor tissues, followed by generation of singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~) and other cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROSs) that result in cell membrane damage and subsequent cell death upon irradiation with light of appropriate wavelength in the presence of tissue oxygen.[@B2],[@B3]

PDT is the most important biomedical application of photodynamic action. Although the therapeutic properties of light for the treatment of various diseases in dermatology were known in ancient civilizations, the importance of the light treatment for cutaneous diseases started to be recognized at the beginning of the last century when Niels Finsen received the Nobel Prize in this field. The concept of photodynamic action also dates back to when Oscar Raab from Tappeiner group used eosin together with light to treat skin cancer.[@B4]

The modern explosion of interest in PDT began with the discovery and study of hematoporphyrin derivative (HpD) by Lipson and Schwartz at the Mayo Clinic in 1960,[@B5] and accelerated by pioneering studies in both basic science and clinical application by Dougherty et al.[@B6] In 1983, a partially purified form of HpD, now commercially known as Photofrin (porfimer sodium; QLT, Vancouver, BC, Canada), was developed. Photofrin was the first PS to receive regulatory approval for treatment of various cancers in more than 40 countries throughout the world, including the United States (by Food and Drug Administration \[FDA\] in 1995).

Although the first generation PS Photofrin has been shown to be efficacious in the treatment of many cancer types, it has some disadvantages, including suboptimal tumor selectivity,[@B7] low absorption of light and poor light penetration into the tumor due to the relatively short wavelength absorption (630 nm),[@B8] prolonged skin photosensitivity of patient,[@B9] and the fact that it was a complex mixture of uncertain structure.[@B10] Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks and improve the treatment efficacy, several strategies have been employed for the development of more tumor-selective agents with reduced side effects, especially skin phototoxicity. Some second generation PSs have recently been developed and were introduced in clinical trials. Most of them are cyclic tetrapyrroles, comprising substituted derivatives of porphyrin, chlorin, and bacteriochlorin. Examples of these PSs are shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, including Tookad (palladium bacteriopheophorbide; MedKoo Biosciences, Chapel Hill, NC, USA; [Fig 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), Antrin (Lu texaphyrin, a tripyrrole expanded macrocycle; Pharmacyclics Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA; [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), benzoporphyrin derivative monocarboxylic acid (BPD-MA; [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), Purlytin (Tin ethyl etiopurpurin; Miravant Medical Technologies, Santa barbara, CA, USA; [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), Foscan (meso-tetrahydroxyphenyl chlorine; Biolitec Pharma Ltd., Dublin, Ireland; [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and zinc (II) phthalocyanine (Pc; [Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), all of which have strong absorption at 650 to -750 nm.[@B11]

Basic principles of PDT
-----------------------

The photophysical processes involved in PDT are illustrated in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.[@B12] 1) The PS is activated from its singlet ground state (S~0~) to the short-lived first excited singlet-state (S~1~) upon absorption of light with appropriate wavelengths. 2) The S~1~ PS can return to the S~0~-state by emitting the absorbed energy as fluorescence or 3) by internal conversion. 4) Alternatively, it can also convert to the relatively long-lived first excited triplet state (T~1~) by intersystem crossing. 5) The T~1~ PS can return to the S~0~-state by emitting phosphorescence. However, energy transfer from T~1~ to biological substrates or molecular oxygen generates ROSs (^1^O~2~, H~2~O~2~, O~2~^·-^, •OH), which produce cellular damage to death mainly by necrosis or apoptosis method.

There are two proposed types of photochemical pathways, known as type I and type II reactions.[@B13] In the type I reaction, the PS interacts with a biomolecule (or oxygen) resulting in hydrogen atom (or electron) transfer that leads to the production of free radicals. In the type II reaction, singlet oxygen is generated as a result of energy transfer from the T~1~ PS to the triplet ground state of molecular oxygen. It is suggested that parallel to the type I and type II mechanisms, there might proceed a direct interaction between the relatively long-lived triplet sensitizer and free radicals present in the system, a so called triplet-doublet process, which have been known as the modified type I (MTO) mechanism.[@B14] Experimental results and further kinetic approach since then made it clear that this MTO mechanism differs basically from the type I and thus be called the type III mechanism.[@B15],[@B16] Although these three pathways could be occurred in the photosensitization process, however, it is suggested that the type II predominates over the others, in that singlet oxygen shows relatively high reactive property and causes irreversible destruction of tumor cells.[@B3]

Mechanism of the selective tumor localization of PS
---------------------------------------------------

The phenomenon that porphyrins and their derivatives can localize in tumor tissues has been intensively studied since the first observations[@B17] and progress have been made;[@B18] the mechanisms involved, however, are still not completely understood. Boyle and Dolphin[@B19] reported tumor normal tissue ratios from many experimental studies of PSs in animal models. The mechanism is very complex in that there were large variations even with the same PS when comparing different PS structures, different tumor models, during or after the injection, and doses.

The PSs with different pharmacokinetics seem to have different tumor localization ability,[@B20] and this ability of the PS with the faster pharmacokinetics is probably due to selective accumulation in the tumor because of the increased permeability in tumor neovasculature.[@B21] While the localization of PS with slower acting pharmacokinetics is more likely due to selective retention, which was suggested to be caused by some distinctive properties of tumor cells compared to normal tissue, such as the relatively low pH value,[@B22] the overexpressed low density lipoprotein (LDL; apoB/E) receptor,[@B23] poorly developed lymphatic drainage,[@B24] and some tumor-associated macrophages.[@B18],[@B25] It has also been suggested that the porphyrin based PS can be accumulated in mitochondria via the peripheral benzodiazepine receptors located on the inner mitochondrial membrane.[@B26]

\"Phototherapeutic window\" in PDT
----------------------------------

The most coherent light sources for PDT are lasers. Penetration of light through tumor tissue is highly complex in that light is either scattered or absorbed when it enters tissue, and the extent of both processes depends on tissue type and light wavelength. The light absorption characteristics of tissues decrease with increasing wavelength, hence longer wavelengths of light penetrate more efficiently through tissue. The combination of absorption of lower wavelength light by the important endogenous chromophores (reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide \[NADH\], collagen, lipopigments, deoxyhemoglobin, flavins, and melanin) together with reduced light scattering at longer wavelengths and the occurrence of water absorption at wavelengths greater than 1,300 nm has led to the concept of the \"optical window\" in tissue.[@B11],[@B27]

In PDT, shorter wavelengths (\<650 nm) have less tissue penetration and are mostly absorbed, resulting in high skin photosensitivity. Otherwise, absorption bands at longer wavelengths (\>850 nm) are not sufficient for the PS triplet state to transfer from the ground state oxygen molecule to generate excited singlet oxygen. Therefor the maximum of tissue permeability occurs within the range of approximately 650 to 850 nm. Such range, called the \"phototherapeutic window,\" is predominantly used in PDT.[@B28] Hence, PS should preferably have strong electronic transition intensities in this phototherapeutic window, where light penetration into the animal tissue is maximized.

Classification and characteristics of the ideal PSs
---------------------------------------------------

PSs are generally classified as the first, second and third generations.[@B29] The first generation PSs include HpD and Photofrin. The second generation PSs has been developed since the late 1980s to overcome the disadvantages of the first generation PSs. The third generation PSs are referred to those second generation PS conjugates coupled on carriers such as cholesterol, antibodies, and liposomes for selective accumulation and targeting within tumor tissue.[@B30]

In searching for new and better PSs, the following characteristics have been generally accepted as criteria for ideal PSs;[@B11],[@B29]-[@B31] 1) It should be chemically pure and of known specific composition that is stable at room temperature and with a straightforward synthesis; 2) It should possess minimal dark toxicity and only be cytotoxic in the presence of light at defined wavelength; 3) It should have preferential retention by target tissue (tumor cells), and should be rapidly excreted from the body, thus inducing a low systemic toxicity; 4) It should have strong absorption with high extinction coefficient (ε) at longer wavelength (between 700 to 800 nm) where scattering of light is minimal and tissue penetration is maximum; 5) It should have excellent photochemical reactivity, with high triplet state yields and long triplet state life times and be able to effectively produce singlet oxygen and other ROSs; and 6) Finally, it should be inexpensive and commercially available in order to promote extensive utilization of the treatment, and should be easy to dissolve in the body\'s tissue fluids and should be capable of formulation.

PDT
===

Chlorophyll (Chl) PS
--------------------

The photo-inactivition of tumors by Hp mixtures led to the various second generation PSs that have been developed to improve PDT. Most of them are cyclic tetrapyrroles, comprising substituted derivatives of porphyrin, chlorin, and bacteriochlorin ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). PS can easily be prepared by partial syntheses starting from abundant natural starting materials, such as heme, Chl, and bacteriochlorophyll, which attracted maximum interests in that they have both economic and environmental advantages compared to those prepared by complicated total chemical synthesis.[@B11],[@B31]

Naturally occurring Chls substituted chlorin derivatives. Chl a and Chl b ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) occur in all green plants and are the most common natural Chls, in which the longest wavelength absorption band shifts to 650 to 690 nm range and increases several fold in height, the factors highly desirable to PS. Additional advantage of using Chl a is an economic isolation in large amounts from plants or algae. Smith developed an effective measure to prepare Chl a by starting from *spirulina* algae which contain only Chl a (no Chl b).[@B32] *Spirulina* algae is also commercially available in the form of freeze-dried powder.

### The second generation PSs

Chl a is not suitable for using in PDT due to its high aggregation tendency and low solubility in physiological liquids, but may provide a suitable source for the synthesis of new PSs that comply with the pharmaceutical requirements.[@B31] [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows some second generation Chl PSs used in PDT for preclinical and clinical studies. Bellnier et al.[@B33] and Pandey et al.[@B34] synthesized and evaluated a series of amphiphilic alkyl ether analogs of pyropheophorbide a, in which the hydrophobicity increases with the length of the alkoxy group at the 3^1^-position. It was found that the hexyl ether derivative (2-\[1-hexyloxyethyl\]-2-devinyl pyropheophorbide-a, HPPH) is the most effective among the compounds evaluated ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The PDT properties of HPPH have been studied extensively *in vitro* and *in vivo*, and it is regarded as a promising PS candidate for PDT in that, compared to the first generation PS, HPPH shows improved pharmacokinetic properties and causes only mild skin photosensitivity which declines rapidly within a few days after administration.[@B35] It is also known as Photochlor (Medkoo Biosciences), and was approved in the USA to treat cancer in phase I/II clinical trials.[@B36],[@B37]

Mono-L-aspartyl chlorin e6 (NPe6) is a chemically pure hydrophilic chlorin PS derived from Chl a with good photosensitization ability (exhibits significant absorption at 664 nm and has a molar extinction coefficient of 4×10^4^ M^-1^cm^-1^) ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The hydrophilic character is mainly due to the presence of four ionizable carboxyl groups, which are located on the same side of the macrocycle. The amphiphilic character of NPe6 is also helpful for using in PDT.[@B38] Another important advantage of NPe6 is its fast kinetics; the clearance time in mouse has been found to be 30.3 hours so it does not cause prolonged photosensitivity after PDT.[@B39] However, its synthetic matrix chlorin e6 ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) has been found to be photocytotoxic, which is why there has not been much research on it as a candidate PS for PDT.[@B40] NPe6 was approved in Japan for the treatment of early centrally located lung cancer, and pPhase III clinical trials on using NPe6 for the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma is also undergoing.[@B29],[@B41],[@B42]

Having a 6-membered anhydride ring, purpurin-18 (PP-18) ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) is easily prepared from pheophorbide a and its esters as a result of oxidative cleavage of isocyclic ring E.[@B43] PP-18 is lipophilic, has a strong absorption at 700 nm and a good singlet oxygen quantum yield (about 0.7);[@B44] however, it is not a suitable PS due to the instability of the anhydride ring *in vivo*.[@B45] The water-soluble chlorin p~6~ ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), obtained by alkaline cleavage of the anhydride ring of PP-18, absorbs at 656 nm and provides singlet oxygen quantum yield of about 0.6 in ethanol, the same as chlorin e6.[@B44] Chorin p~6~ has been found to be phototoxic,[@B43] but it has not been studied much for use in PDT, whereas its 13^1^-lysylamide methyl ester has sometimes been used in PDT research.[@B46]

Purpurinimide (PPI) analogs derived from PP-18 have an added advantage when compared with other chlorins in that they exhibit advantageous light absorption characteristics in the red region of the spectrum (706 to 718 nm).[@B47] Following a similar quantitative structure activity relationship-investigation approach with HPPH, a series of lipophilic PPI derivatives with various alkyl and fluoroaryl substitutions at the C-3, C-8, C-12, C-20, and N-13 positions of the macrocycle were synthesized and their photodynamic efficacies were evaluated *in vivo*. The long wavelength absorption of those compounds was near 700 nm and they had singlet oxygen quantum yield of 0.57 to 0.60.[@B48] It was found that the location of alkylether substituents in those compounds was important for their photosensitizing efficiency. Among those PPI analogs, the 3^1^-O-butyl-13^2^-N-butyl PPI shows the best photosensitizing efficiency as well as tumor uptake (12.90 µmol/kg), making it a promising potential Chl PS ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).[@B49]

A series of ketobacteriochlorins developed by Pandey group exhibit long wavelength absorptions in 750 to 800 nm range, and have singlet oxygen quantum yield near 0.40.[@B50] *In vivo* PDT efficacies of these ketobacteriochlorins were also evaluated. It was found that aspartic acid ditetrabutyl ester coupled with ketobacteriochlorin ([Fig. 5G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) tends to clear rapidly from the tumors and shows the best photosensitizing efficiency at the drug dose of only 1.0 mg/kg and the light dose of 135 J/cm after 3 hours but not 24 hours post injection.[@B50]

Other strategies for developing new Chl PSs include the formation of benzochlorins and benzobacteriochlorins, which can influence deeply on their electronic absorption properties. Benzochlorin zinc complex ([Fig. 5H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) developed by Pandey et al.[@B47] and Mettath et al.[@B51] has absorption maxima at 759 nm, and was found to be toxic at higher drug doses (5.0 mmol/kg) after exposing the tumor with light, but no significant long-term tumor cure was observed at lower drug doses. On the other hand, benzobacteriochlorins formed by Diels-Alder reaction of 8-vinyl chlorin derivative with various dienophiles show their absorption maxima in 737 to 805 nm range. The *in vivo* efficacy of these long wavelength benzobacteriochlorins was determined in C3H mice transplanted with radiation-induced fibrosarcoma tumors, which found that, among all bacteriochlorins, the N-hexyl-substituted benzobacteriochlorin ([Fig. 5I](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) was most effective, producing 40% tumor response at the drug dose of 5.0 µmol/kg and the light dose of 135 J/cm at 24 hours post injection at the appropriate long wavelength absorption.[@B52]

### The third generation PSs

A further generation of PSs represents an emerging class worth addressing and an active research area in the field. Certain second generation PSs have been conjugated to carrier molecules that deliver PSs specifically to tumor tissue. These carrier molecules include monosaccharide,[@B53] peptides,[@B54] LDLs,[@B55] antibodies,[@B56] polymeric nanoparticles (NPs)[@B57] and polymers.[@B58] Chl derivatives possess various functional groups to which conjugation is possible by multifarious synthetic strategies, therefore exhibit the advantages in developing the improved PDT agents.[@B47]

For efficacious targeting PS to tumor cells, it is necessary to take advantage of certain properties of the tumor cells that differentiate them from normal cells. In an effort to enhance the efficacy and selectivity of PSs, Zheng and Pandey groups have developed conjugates of pyropheophorbide,[@B59] PPI,[@B60] and HPPH[@B61] with different numbers of saccharides. It is hoped that these conjugates would target carbohydrate-binding molecules, such as the carbohydrate binding lectins galectin-1 and -3, which are known to be differentially expressed on the surface of many tumor cells.[@B53],[@B62] Zhang et al.[@B59] demonstrated that the PS pyropheophorbide 2-deoxyglucosamide ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) selectively accumulated in the tumors. From the comparative *in vitro*/*in vivo* studies of a series of the positional isomers of lactose-PPI conjugates, it was found that carbohydrate conjugates showed higher binding affinity than the corresponding nonconjugated PPIs, and the PDT efficacy showed a remarkable difference depending on the position of the carbohydrate moiety. Among these conjugates, the conjugate containing a lactose moiety at three-position of the PPI system ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) was found to be most effective.[@B60] From the study on HPPH with different numbers of saccharides conjugated,[@B61] it was noted that carbohydrate conjugates and unconjugated HPPH had similar singlet oxygen yields but showed different intracellular localization. Among the resulting carbohydrate conjugates, HPPH-Gal ([Fig. 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) exhibited increased antitumor activity over that of HPPH. This could not be explained by enhanced PS binding to cellular galectins.

Peptides can also be used to enhance the tumor cellular uptake of PS-carrier conjugates. In order to target cancer cells overexpressing the folate receptor, Stefflova et al.[@B63] conjugated folate to pyropheophorbide a with or without a peptide linker and studied their accumulation in mice bearing overexpressing or nonexpressing folate receptor cancer cells, respectively. It was found that the conjugate with the peptide linker, compared to that without the peptide linker, tended to specifically accumulate into the folate receptor overexpressing tumor cells in contrast to kidneys and liver. Another approach used by Chen et al.[@B64] conjugated pyropheophorbide a and a ^1^O~2~ scavenger (carotenoid) together by a specific target peptide which is specific to a caspase-3 protease that is expressed in the cancer cells. This conjugate can efficiently inhibit ^1^O~2~ generation thereby minimize photo damage to nontarget cells, whereas in the presence of a targeted protease, the peptide linker is cleaved and the PS and quencher will separate so that the PS can be photo activated. A chlorin e6-poly-L-lysine conjugate has been reported to exhibit nuclear localization in HeLa cells resulting in enhanced PDT efficacy. The cellular uptake of this conjugate for HeLa cells was much higher than that of chlorin e6. It was found that such conjugate was accumulated in the nucleus of HeLa cells.[@B65] In another study, a nuclear localization sequences (NLS) peptide was introduced on a polymer-PS conjugate, which conjugated mesochlorin e6 mono-ethylene diamine (Mce6) with *N*-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide (HPMA).[@B66] It was demonstrated that a cationic NLS peptide enhanced the PDT efficiency compared to a non-NLS containing conjugate by targeting the nucleus.

Similarly to saccharides and peptides, proteins can be conjugated to PS to increase cancer cell specificity targeting specific subcellular compartments. Conjugation of PS with the Shiga-like toxin B subunit to target the cell surface glycosphingolipid receptor Gb~3~, overexpressed in ovarian carcinomas and Burkitt\'s lymphomas,[@B67] has been applied to chlorin e6, which resulted in enhanced photodynamic destruction of cancer cells *in vitro* by factor of 10 compared to chlorin e6.[@B68]

To target LDL receptors (LDLr) that is overexpressed in the tumor cells, a pyropheophorbide cholesterol oleate conjugate which serves as a double anchor for the LDL lipid core was synthesized and successfully reconstituted into the LDL lipid core. Laser scanning confocal microscopy studies demonstrated that this PS-reconstituted LDL can be internalized via LDLr by human hepatoblastoma G~2~ tumor cells and, therefore, can be used as a PDT agent directed at LDLr overexpressing tumors.[@B69] In a recent study, chlorin e6-cholesterol conjugate and its copper complex were prepared and studied for their entrapping properties in phospholipid vesicles. The resulting conjugates are supposed to have affinity to membranes, and may be used as PSs, being entrapped in liposomes.[@B70]

Interest in NPs as PS carriers has been increasing in recent years. A novel ceramic-based NPs entrapping water-insoluble HPPH was recently reported.[@B71] It can provide stable aqueous dispersion of HPPH, yet preserve the key step of the necessary photo generation of singlet oxygen. Covalent bonding of the HPPH into organically modified silica NPs creates more stable formulations.[@B72] It was reported that the NPs (about 20 nm in diameter) retained their spectroscopic and functional properties and could robustly generate cytotoxic singlet oxygen molecules upon photo irradiation. It was also demonstrated that these NPs are avidly uptaken by tumor cells *in vitro* with subsequent phototoxic action. The same group described a stable multifunctional polymeric micelle-based nano carrier system which encapsulated HPPH and magnetic Fe~3~O~4~ NPs.[@B73] The micelles were efficiently taken up by cells and its phototoxicity was retained, and these NPs had a role in magnetically directed delivery to tumor cells and enhanced imaging.[@B73]

Synthesis
---------

### Chemical modification of Chl a

The chemistry of Chls is dominated by the aromatic character of the basic tetrapyrrole moiety and the reactivity of the functional groups in the side chains ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As a cyclic tetrapyrrole with a fused five-membered ring, the overall reactivity of Chls is similar to a standard heteroaromatic compound.[@B74] There are various active functional groups surrounding Chl a basic macrocycle, such as 3-vinyl, β-keto ester in the isoylic ring E, and 17-ester group, which can be modified without destroying its aromatic character to obtain many different types of stable chlorin derivatives, such as methyl pheophorbide a (MPa),[@B75] methyl pyropheophorbide a,[@B76] methyl pyropheophorbide d (MPPd),[@B77] PP-18,[@B78] PPI,[@B79] chlorin e6,[@B80] chlorin p~6~,[@B44] etc.

MPa derived from Chl a was used as a starting material to synthesize a series of stable chlorin derivatives having reactive groups, which laid the foundation of further linkage with some biologically active groups.

### Preparation of MPa from Chl paste

Instead of alga *spirulina maxima*, Chl paste (an extract from *excrementum bombycis*, the main composition of which are Chl a and Chl b, obtained from Shandong Guangtongbao Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd., Qingzhou, China) was used as the starting material to prepare MPa, 1, one of the most widely used Chl derivative which can be converted into many kinds of chlorin derivatives such as methyl pyropheophorbide a (MPPa, 2), PP-18 methyl ester 4 and chlorin e6 derivatives by simple strategies ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Following the reported method[@B75] with minor modifications, Chl paste was dissolved in 5% H~2~SO~4~ in methanol, and stirred at room temperature under nitrogen for 12 hours, followed by filtration, extraction, concentration, and separation on silica gel column to obtain MPa 1 (5.1%) with relatively high yield compare to the reported method using alga *spirulina maxima* as the starting material ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).[@B75]

### Synthesis of chlorin derivatives with various active functional groups from MPa

It is well known that MPa 1 is the key intermediate in the multitude of derivatizations of Chl a. Chlorin derivatives with various reactive groups such as carboxyl (3, 17), formyl (8), amino (5, 11, 13, 14), hydroxyl (6, 9, 15), and bromo (7, 18) groups were synthesized using MPa 1 as the starting material ([Figs. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

As shown in [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, following the reported methods, MPPa 2 was obtained by refluxing the MPa 1 in 2, 4, 6-collidine under N~2~ atmosphere for 2 hours,[@B76] and aqueous LiOH was used under N~2~ to hydrolyze the 17-methyl ester group of MPPa 2 to give pyropheophorbide a 3 which have a free carboxylic group.[@B81] By air oxidization in base condition, and followed by methylation using diazomethane, MPa 1 was converted into PP-18 methyl ester 4.[@B78] Chlorin e6 amide derivatives 5 and 6 which have free hydroxyl and amino group, respectively, were synthesized in good yield using the reaction of nucleophilic substitution at C-13^1^ in the isocyclic ring E of MPa 1. In general, MPa 1 and amine (e.g., 2-aminoethanol) were stirred in dichloromethane at room temperature for several hours to give the corresponding chlorin e6 amide derivatives. Hydroxyl group of compound 6 was transformed to bromo group by nucleophilic substitution using carbon tetrabromide and triphenyl phosphine as reagents to give compound 7. MPPd, 8 was obtained by oxidizing the 3-vinyl of MPPa 2 with OsO~4~/NaIO~4~.

PP-18 methyl ester 4, as shown in [Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, was transformed to PPI derivatives 9-16 with reactive groups via two pathways. In the first approach, PP-18 methyl ester 4 and active amines (e.g., hydroxylamine hydrochloride) were stirred in pyridine for several hours to give PP-18-*N*-hydroxylimide methyl ester 9 and PP-18-*N*-aminoimide methyl ester 11 in high yield, respectively. Methylation of compound 9 by diazomethane led to the production of PP-18-*N*-methoxyl imide methyl ester 10. In the second approach, PP-18 methyl ester 4 and amines were refluxed in toluene under nitrogen for 6 to 12 hours to give the corresponding PPI 12A-16A in moderate yield, and the related amide analogues 12B-16B (in which the methoxycarbonyl functionality \[CO~2~Me\] of 17-propionic ester \[CH~2~CH~2~CO~2~Me\] was replaced with amide \[-CONHR\]) as minor products, and another by product 12C having 3-formyl group was also found during refluxing PP-18 methyl ester 4 and *N*-Bocethylenediamine in toluene. Compound 17 was obtained from 16A by deprotection of tetrabutyl ester in the presence of TFA. Compound 18 was obtained from compound 15A by transforming its hydroxyl group to bromo group using carbon tetrabromide and triphenyl phosphine as nucleophilic reagents.

### Characterization of chlorin derivatives prepared from Chl a

The most important feature of the chlorins derived from Chl is the large π-system of the macrocycle which produces an \"induced ring current,\" which causes peripheral protons in the plane of the macrocycle (*meso*-H, 3-vinyl, 2, 7, 12-CH~3~, 8^1^-CH~2~, and 13^2^-CH~2~) to be deshielded, making the shifts of which appear downfield of their corresponding groups. Otherwise, protons situated above or below the plane of the macrocycle (8^2^-CH~3~, 17-propionic side chain, 18-CH~3~, and 8^2^-CH~3~) are significantly shielded, making the shifts of which appear upfield of their corresponding groups, and the central NH protons are strongly shielded and appear upfield of tetramethyl silane. This ring current effect accounts for the large range of chemical shift values (about 10 ppm) seen for Chl derivatives (MPPa 2).

The absorption spectrum is simple, most useful and extensively used analytical property to characterize phorphyrin and chlorin and requires only 10 µg or less. Absorption spectra of chlorins show the electronic transitions along the X axis of the chlorin running through the nitrogen (N) atoms of rings B and D, and along the Y axis through the N atoms of rings A and C. The two pairs of absorption bands in the blue and red spectral regions in chlorins are called B (or Soret) and Q bands, respectively, and arise from π-π\* transitions of the four frontier orbitals.[@B82] One band of each pair is polarized along the X axis (B~x~, Q~x~), the other along the Y axis (B~x~, Q~y~). The polarizations of the transitions along the axes are called X and Y. In MPPa (2), for example, the spectrum is characterized by two strong overlapping Soret (B) bands at about 410 nm and a relatively strong Q~y~ band at 668 nm with weak Q~x~ bands at 500 to 600 nm range.

Q~y~ band takes an important role for chlorins used as PS in PDT. Chlorins used in this study show various Q~y~ absorption bands at 660 to 708 nm range due to the different peripheral substituents situated along the Y axis, especially the change of isocyclic ring E. MPPa (2) which has a fused isocyclic 5-memberd ring E shows its Q~y~ absorption at 668 nm, chlorin e6 derivative 6 shows its Q~y~ absorption at 664 nm, for the opening of the isocyclic ring destroyed the coplanar effect of 13^1^-keto group. Whereas PP-18 methyl ester 4, having a six-membered anhydride ring, shows its Q~y~ absorption at 698 nm due to the decrease of steric hindrance effect from five-memebered to sex-membered ring and another electron withdrawing group (C=O) situated at 15^1^-position. The red shift of Q~y~ absorption from PP-18 methyl ester 4 (699 nm) to PPI derivative 15A (708 nm) can be explained by the difference of electron withdrawing effect between imide (15A) and anhydride (4) groups.

Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) delivery
----------------------------------

For selective targeting in PDT, NPs have been attracted much attention due to their unique optical properties derived from localized surface plasmon resonances.[@B83] NPs can increase hydrophilic affinity and have easy surface modification for enhancing chemical or biochemical properties, and finally, preferentially accumulated in tumor sites through the so-called \"enhanced permeability and retention\" effect.[@B84] Among NPs, GNPs have many advantages for promising delivery as well as for selective localized photothermal heating of cancer cells, called photothermal therapy (PTT).[@B85] Cheng et al.[@B86] have used GNPs conjugates with silicon Pc 4 as PS carriers for *in vivo* delivery of the PS resulting in surprisingly efficient release and penetration of the PS into the tumor.

Ionic liquids (ILs) have attracted the attention in various application areas, such as catalysis, synthesis, gas absorption, and analysis, based on attractive properties.[@B87] Generally ILs are defined as salts composed of discrete cations and anions with melting points below 100℃, and most of them have liquid form at room temperature.[@B88] For the synthesis of metal NPs, ILs are efficient capping agents as well as solvents to stabilize the formation of NPs.[@B89],[@B90]

Most of PSs are hydrophobic which can lead aggregation that reduces solubility in aqueous system; however, highly water soluble (hydrophilic) PSs may have limit to penetrate through the tissue and cell membranes, resulting in poor cellular uptake.[@B91],[@B92] Therefore, a combination synthesis (PS-GNPs conjugates) of IL type PS and GNPs could be a solution to allow high cellular uptake of PSs in tumor site.[@B93]

Chlorin- and porphyrin-based PS-GNPs conjugates have been prepared by us[@B94]-[@B96] and another group,[@B97] respectively. We developed straightforward synthetic method of PS-GNPs conjugate using IL type PS with *N*-methyl-*D*-glucamine (NMGA; Pu-18-NMGA) ([Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).[@B95] In this synthesis, the hydroxyl groups of NMGA play important roles as a reducing agent as well as a stabilizer through the electrically charged functional groups (i.e., carboxylate and amine groups) in forming the PS-GNPs conjugate. Furthermore, we evaluated *in vitro* anticancer efficacy of the conjugate and its free PS against A549 lung cancer cell lines, which showed that the PS-GNPs conjugate has three times higher photodynamic efficacy relative to free IL type PS ([Fig. 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

It is noted that the size of the GNPs plays a big role in their uptake at the cellular level leading to different PDT activity. We have synthesized various sizes of PS-GNPs conjugates using a simple single-step synthesis from different molar ratios of HAuCl~4~/PS without adding any particular reducing agents and surfactants, and showed size effect allowed different photodynamic activity results of the conjugates as an important factor for PDT.[@B96] We revealed that PDT *in vitro* activity of synthesized PS-GNPs conjugates was higher compared to free PS because of good transport of the PS into the cells by using size effect. Conjugate a based on molar ratio between HAuCl~4~ and PS was 1:2 that exhibits best PDT efficiency than other conjugates having different molar ratios. This result could be useful for synthesis of new PS and PS-GNPs conjugates having different size as well as for developing good relationship between PDT activity and size effect of GNPs in aqueous media.

Combination therapy
-------------------

### PDT with anticancer agents

PDT *in vivo* reduces tumor cells through direct photo damage of cellular components, but it is often not achieved complete tumor eradication, predominantly due to nonhomogeneous distribution of the PS within the tumor and the limited availability of oxygen within the target tissue during irradiation.[@B2],[@B20] Therefore, combination therapy combining PDT and other chemotherapeutic agents was used to achieve substantial gains in tumor destruction and long-term tumor control.[@B3]

One strategy in the context of combination therapy to develop new generation PSs is related to conjugates that combined PS and other chemotherapeutic agents together to increase the lethality of PDT treatment. It was found that the water soluble complexes are the most promising new porphyrin platinum conjugates.[@B98],[@B99] The hypothesis for the use of such systems is based not only on the combined effect of PDT and cytostatic activities, but also on the porphyrin-mediated targeting of tumors.[@B100] Combination chemotherapy and PDT with free SOS and Mce6, their nontargeted and Fab\'-targeted HPMA copolymer conjugates in human ovarian carcinoma OVCAR-3 cells was evaluated.[@B101] Sequential combinations of these therapeutics produced very strong synergy to near additivity in the treatment of OVCAR-3 cells.[@B101]

Another strategy is related to pro-oxidants. It is well known that antioxidants can prevent carcinomatous change via prevention of oxidative damage of DNA.[@B102] However, one of the most important biological effects in PDT process is the lethal oxidative stress induced by ROS. Interestingly, some studies have shown the combinational use of certain antioxidants can also enhance the activity of PDT, in which process antioxidants exhibit pro-oxidant activities, especially in the presence of catalytic metals.[@B103] Several research groups have reported results on the PDT enhancing activities of certain antioxidant molecules, such as ascorbate,[@B104] 3(2)-tetra-butyl-4-hydroxyanisole,[@B105] epigallocatechin-3-gallate,[@B106] α-tocopherol,[@B107] and trolox (\[±\]-6-hydroxyl-2, 5, 7, 8-tetramethyl chromane-2-carboxylic acid, a water soluble vitamin E analogue).[@B108] Based on these intriguing results, some antioxidant carrier sensitizers (ACSs) which conjugated PSs and antioxidants together were designed and studied for their photodynamic anticancer[@B109] and antibacterial activities.[@B110] It was noted that the PDT effect of such ACSs is based on the so called type III (or MTO) mechanism which increases the singlet oxygen production via inhibition of the interaction between triplet excited PS and native free radicals.[@B109]

### PDT and PTT

As a cancer therapy, hyperthermia relies on the localized heating of tumors at more than 43℃.[@B111] Near infrared (NIR) wavelengths (700 to 850 nm) absorption to the NPs has shown enhanced effect called as a PTT.[@B112] NIR irradiation has an optimal penetration into tumor tissues (a few centimeters) and strong absorption of NPs that allow low power need for enough therapeutic result with no significant heating of normal tissues.[@B113] Currently, there are two main groups of photothermal agents. Gold nanostructures (nanoshells, nanorods, and nanocages) can induce surface plasmon resonance and can afford enhanced optical and electronic properties, making it useful in biological and medical applications.[@B114] In addition, the GNPs have shown its excellent antiphotobleaching effect at strong illumination and are chemically inert under physiological conditions.[@B115] And carbon nanotubes are able to generate the photothermal ablation of cancer cells with NIR light with no damage of normal tissues based on the low scattering and low absorption in NIR region.[@B116]

Melancon et al.[@B117] have shown that hollow gold nanospheres activated by NIR (808 nm at 4 W/cm^2^ for 3 minutes) increased temperature above 54℃ *in vitro*. Ke et al.[@B118] have used gold nanoshelled microcapsules (GNS-MCs) for PTT and ultrasound contrast imaging, in which the temperature was more than 42℃ with 0.3 to 0.5 mg/mL GNS-MCs (808 nm at 2 to 8 W/cm^2^ for 10 minutes by continuous wave (CW) fiber-coupled diode laser) for sufficient cell killing. Yang et al.[@B119] reported NIR photothermal ablation of cancer cells using polyaniline NPs that NIR irradiation allowed higher temperature rise (54.8℃ at 808 nm and 2.45 W/cm^2^ for 5 minutes) compared to pure water (6.6℃).

Previously, we developed GNPs consisted of IL type PSs for increasing affinity in aqueous media, in which as appropriate PS delivery carrier the GNPs have shown better photodynamic effect than free PSs.[@B95],[@B96] In addition, the GNPs showed long wavelength absorptions more than 750 nm,[@B94]-[@B96] so evaluation of photothermal effect using the GNPs is currently under way in our laboratory.

LIGHT DELIVERY SYSTEM
=====================

The clinical approach of PDT depends on the appropriate light delivery and sufficient PS concentration in the presence of oxygen to the target tumor tissue.[@B120],[@B121] All the main factors for PDT light delivery have an important role to support successful treatments resulting in excellent therapeutic effect.[@B120]-[@B122] The development of light sources, generally lasers or light emitting diodes (LEDs), and appropriate delivery devices with the dosimetric parameters are key components of the clinical practice of PDT. Accurate delivery of the light to the exact tumor tissue could be accomplished by a technical combination of suitable light sources and optimal fiberoptic delivery devices consist of quartz fibers with cylindrical diffusing tips of various lengths and flexibility or fiberoptics with a lens. The light delivery devices should be clinically oriented to give enough dosimetry with standardization showing maximum efficiency with minimum normal tissue injury.[@B122] For widespread use of PDT, the major barriers is the cost, complexity and the availability of the laser and light delivery systems. Among them, the lack of advanced light delivery technology is significantly important.[@B123]

Laser systems for PDT
---------------------

Mang have reported development of light delivery systems for advanced PDT technology as follows.[@B123]

### Argon/dye lasers

Argon/dye laser is the standard and widely used source for clinical PDT. It is capable of delivering 1 to 7 W of CW 630 nm light depending on the model and make of the system. High power systems have large frame units made by manufacturers such as Spectra Physics (Mountain View, CA, USA) and Coherent (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Typical powers of the argon laser are 15 to 20 W range, which could convert enough energy via the dye laser to generate more than 7 W. Coherent designed a clinical argon/dye laser system for PDT using 630 nm for the activation of Photofrin (2 W usable power).

### Metal vapor lasers

These lasers are portable and do not require specialized electrical supply or water cooling. Also, they do not need coupling to a dye laser to generate suitable output power. The gold vapor laser could generate a 628 nm wavelength with sufficient power for clinical or experimental PDT studies with a pulsed output at 5 to 15 kHz frequency.[@B124] However, this laser is expensive due to the need for regular charges of gold to maintain the output power. Otherwise, a copper vapor laser costs less to maintain, however, this laser needs a dye laser module in the package. A major disadvantage of these metal vapor lasers is the need for long warm-up and cool down periods, which makes it impractical for clinical use.

### KTP:YAG/dye lasers

The Laserscope 800 series (Laserscope, San Jose, CA, USA) operates at 1,064 nm and at the frequency-doubled phase allowing a quasi-CW (25 kHz) laser beam at 532 nm. The wavelength is delivered through fiberoptic connections to a dye laser, generating a beam at 630 nm. This system produces pulsed light and has several advantages, such as low cost, portability, durability and easy use.

### Diode lasers

Diomed Inc. (Andover, MA, USA) obtained FDA approval of 630 nm diode laser for use of Photofrin in esophageal and lung malignancies in 2000. Diode lasers are semiconductor light sources without the optical configurations of the standard laser systems used in PDT. This system has advantages, such as easy use in utilizing 120 V power and an air-cooling system, lightweight (portable), simple software, less expensiveness, and stable output power for long period. Biolitec (East Longmeadow, MA, USA) made a 652 nm diode laser and received approval in Europe, Ireland, and Norway for use of Foscan. The output power at the fiber optic tips is 2 to 2.5 W.

### Nonlaser light sources

LED light is produced by a solid-state process (electroluminescence). An LED is a directional light source with the maximum emitted power in the direction perpendicular to the emitting surface. LED is compact, lightweight, and requires low energy to make the desired wavelengths of light.[@B125] Quantum Devices (Barnweld, WI, USA) and EXFO (Missassauga, ON, Canada) companies are main manufacturers of this system with output powers of up to 150 mW/cm^2^ at various wavelengths (630, 670, and 690 nm).

### Fiber optic delivery devices

Main purpose of a combination between the light source and delivery devices in PDT is to generate enough light illumination (optical power, W) at the appropriate wavelength for activation of PS and optimum penetration into the target tissue and the corresponding spatial light distribution in the tumor volume (various size and shape).[@B126] The light delivery lasers have advantages, such as easy coupling with fiber optics following direct delivery of homogeneous and ample amount of light to the target site. The design and development of fiberoptic delivery devices should be made with a few considerations, such as sufficient power delivery, compatibility with clinical instrumentation (i.e., endoscopes), and proper type of the fiberoptic delivery tip to correspond to tumor shape, volume size or cavitary area.

### Cylindrical fibers

The most widely used fiberoptic light delivery device in PDT is cylindrical diffusing fiber tip which was manufactured by a few companies. The diffusers are available in lengths of 1 to 9 cm range depending on the specific application. For the use of the standard cylindrical diffusing fiber, two light delivery methods have been developed: intraluminal irradiation techniques used for the lung and esophagus, and interstitial illumination methods to deliver adequate light doses to the target tumor volume.

### Balloon catheters and Lens fiberoptics

For intraluminal dosimetry within the esophagus, the cylindrical light diffuser is introduced into the balloon catheter which is inflated to about 25 mm diameter using a pressure of about 20 mm Hg. For uniform surface illumination, a micro or macro lens could be attached at the end of the fiber.

Light dose and wave type
------------------------

Grossweiner has developed four PDT light dosimetry models for the necrosis depth calculation: front surface-a uniform irradiance incident beam delivered by an external source; point surface-an isotropic source centered in a spherical cavity; cylindrical surface.a line source centered in a cylindrical lumen; and cylindrical insertion-a line source embedded in the tumor tissue.[@B127]

In order to establish increased PDT efficiency, many groups investigated important effects of light dose and fluence rate.[@B121],[@B128]-[@B130] Consequently, high light dose with medium fluence rate is an excellent combination for a solid tumor treatment.[@B121],[@B129]

A new incoherent, high intensity pulsed light delivery system was tested *in vivo* (female BALB/c mice) using argon ion laser at total dose of 90 to 240 J/cm^2^ and 600 to 800 nm wavelength range.[@B131] The tumor growth inhibition and the amount of edema (side effect) were directly dependent on the light dose used.

Tudge et al.[@B128] have reported that haematoporphyrin derivative (HpD, 0 to 20 mg/kg) with 630 nm irradiation by laser light (total energy dose 0 to 1,200 J/cm^2^, fluence rate 625, 3,125, or 9,375 mW/cm^2^) was used against brain tumor. In normal brain tissue, failure of drug light dose reciprocity indicated that photobleaching was occurred. Selective tumor kill was obtained at 1.0 mg/kg HpD and 800 J/cm^2^ light dose corresponding to 2.2 mm depth of tumor necrosis. And the slower light delivery increased tumor kill based on allowing greater production of free oxygen radicals.

Lapchak group has investigated both continuous and pulse frequency light delivery modes in rabbits, resulting in statistically significant clinical improvement by using pulse therapies.[@B132] They used power density of 7.5 mW/cm^2^ and 2 minutes treatment for both continuous and pulse waves, and calculated the effective stroke dose for clot weight (mg) which produces neurological deficits in 50% of rabbits (P~50~ values).

For clinical application, Bowen disease on both right and left cheeks was treated by PDT using two light deliveries, 378 J/cm^2^ at 90 mW/cm^2^ for 7 minutes and 13.8 J/cm^2^ at 11 mW/cm^2^ for 20 minutes exposure.[@B120] 5-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) was delivered by nanossomic vehicle and a second PDT was treated two weeks after the first PDT. The neoplastic area healed in 15 days and histologic cure was achieved three months after the treatment, and no recurrence has occurred after a 6 months follow-up period.

Light applicator (diffuser)
---------------------------

In order to solve a problem of inadequate light delivery in brain tissue, indwelling balloon applicator having great flexibility for long-term implantation was developed by Madsen et al.[@B129] In brain tissue, the light penetration is limited and, as a result, long treatment time was required for sufficient light doses to depths of 1 to 2 cm in the resection cavity. They used human glioma spheroid and 5-ALA, 100 or 1,000 µg/mL as a PS. The spheroid survival was monitored as a function of light fluence rate (5 to 200 mW/cm^2^, 635 nm irradiation using argon ion-pumped dye laser). Higher fluence (50 J/cm^2^) and lower fluence rates (10 mW/cm^2^, longer treatment times) afforded more efficient results in many cases. In addition, the repeated PDT treatments were more effective than single (one time) procedure to suppress the regrowth (about 1 week after the last PDT) of surviving spheroids.

Lights can penetrate lung (cystic fibrosis) tissue only by a few millimeters due to the solid lung tumor blocking the light penetration effectively.[@B133]-[@B135] Cassidy et al.[@B134] conducted multiple lobe irradiation *in vivo* by inserting a fiber optic probe coupled with a helium-neon laser with a diffuser tip into the lobe of the pulmonary tissue, which resulted in up to 11% of the total light dose penetrating through pulmonary parenchymal tissue. Longer wavelength enabled increased light dose delivery through porcine pulmonary tissue (785 nm laser increased about 23% compared to 663 nm laser).

Light delivery throughout the entire organ using internal reflection to allow fiberoptic cables (light pipes) was studied by Friedberg et al.[@B135] They used *ex vivo* sheep tracheas and lungs were filled with various substances (air, water, and mineral oil) for varying refractive indices. Filling with mineral oil in the lung showed entire bright, dramatic, and near uniform illumination. This suggests that it is possible to deliver light around bends and through a branched network.

It is available to apply light delivery in geometrically complex sites, such as the nasopharynx and other nonuniform surfaces by using flexible light delivery system. Nyst et al.[@B130] developed a flexible silicone applicator (using bending of the cylindrical diffuser) incorporating light delivery and dosimetry fibers which can deliver the light fluence into the nasopharynx. They measured fluence rate variations at the applicator surface during PDT, which showed that the fluence rate distribution was homogeneous.

For the treatment of luminal lesions, a combination of stenting and PDT is realizable based on easy placement of the metal stents. Wang et al.[@B136] have shown that PDT is useful to control both tumor ingrowth and overgrowth through a stent using laser light delivery by a cylindrical diffuser and endoscope. They have compared light delivery effect (light transmittance) using various kinds of stents (biliary, esophageal, and bronchial stents) with different size for pig biliary duct and esophageal wall tissues.

Kruijt et al.[@B121] showed a light applicator (diffuser) based on standard anoscopy equipment with all fiber optics, a light treatment fiber and fiber optic probes, to monitor blood saturation, blood volume, fluorescence and fluence rate for light delivery and monitoring of PDT of intra-anal intraepithelial neoplasia without changing the light treatment protocol. During illumination, the blood saturation was almost constant; otherwise, the blood volume showed slight wave behavior. Lower fluence rate (45 to 50 mW/cm^2^) is more effective than higher fluence rate (100 to 245 mW/cm^2^) since it prevents rapid oxygen depletion and low blood saturations during illumination.

Light delivery and oxygen supply in the target tissue
-----------------------------------------------------

PDT process enables target tissue destruction by a combination of direct cell killing and vascular damage (i.e., blood coagulation and vascular closure).[@B137] For effective PDT, environment oxygen concentration of the target tissue is a significantly important issue. After PDT, vascular damage could allow tumor cell ablation by anoxia from obstruction of blood vessels. During PDT, however, vascular damage induced by PDT may allow tumor hypoxia from local oxygen consumption which could cause a neovascularization, and prevent efficient PDT treatment, leading to a tumor recurrence. It is necessary, therefore, to supply oxygen during PDT for maintenance of tumor oxygenation for improvement of tumor response based on increased ROS amount. Chen group introduced heparin to improve light delivery and oxygen supply in a solid tumor model, in which heparin administration before PDT delayed blood coagulation and vascular closure and thus improved the blood perfusion (inhibition of thrombosis formation) and light transmission.[@B137] For tumor oxygenation, hyperoxygenation and carbogen (a mixed gas of 30% CO~2~ and 70% O~2~) breathing are very useful techniques *in vivo* system.[@B138] In addition, increased oxygen concentration could allow enhanced penetration of red light because oxyhemoglobin has lower red light absorbance than that of deoxyhemoglobin.[@B138]

Computer-aided light delivery
-----------------------------

To reduce normal tissue damage, light and the PS should be delivered to the target tissue or organ with high selectivity. In addition, more accurate light and drug delivery, and real-time dosimetry for monitoring changes in light fluence during PDT are need. Xiao et al.[@B139] developed a computer driven switch (pulse) system with intra-arterial administration of PS (BPD) for prostate cancer treatment of dogs. The light delivery was carried out using seven optic fibers with 1.5 cm cylindrical light diffusing tips, for which multiple fibers were used to cover the entire prostate treatment since prostate cancer is usually multifocal. The total delivered light dose to the prostate was 900 J at fluence rate 100 mW/cm (or less). The average prostate volume was successfully decreased (71% at 3 months and 56% after 6 months), which was confirmed by microscopic evaluation showing comprehensive destruction of the prostate (hemorrhagic and coagulative necrosis, glandular cell degeneration with sloughing, stromal edema and vascular stasis).

The prostate has irregular shape, which is why a multifocal treatment is useful. It is hard to accomplish a complete glandular ablation with PDT; therefore, transurethral light delivery (circular in distribution) is not suitable for prostate cancer treatment. Monte Carlo simulations are useful in tissue optical characterization and PDT modeling; however, this method is time-consuming and impractical for clinical application.[@B140] Jankun et al.[@B141] developed a computer-aided light delivery method that can calculate the volume of ablated tissue and predict the outcome on a three-dimensional virtual model of the prostate. They predicted the volume and geometry of photoinjury to the prostate during PDT, and compared with observed values of radii of prostate photo-ablation within ±2 mm differences between them. The shape and volume of phtotoablation of the prostate depends on the spatial distribution of the effective attenuation coefficient (µ~eff~/cm) and the properties of the light diffusers (different among the various manufactures) (200 J/cm \[200 mW/cm, 1,000 seconds\]).

Light delivery and PTT
----------------------

Pulsed PTT against pigmented B16 mice melanoma tumors was investigated using a Photodyne incoherent light delivery system.[@B142] After tumor heating at light doses (60 to 120 J/cm^2^ with 0.6 J/cm^2^ per pulse), average temperature reached 41℃ to 44℃ during photo irradiation (600 to 800 nm), and tumor volume \[V=π/6(D~1~×D~2~×D~3~), where D~1~, D~2~ and D~3~ are three orthogonal diameters\] and the tumor growth inhibition ratio (TGIR=\[(k~c~-k~t~)/k~c~\]100%, where k~c~ and k~t~ are constants for control and treatment groups, respectively) were measured. The damage effects (edema and destruction of the basement membrane, mitochondrial damage and destruction of melanosomes, and no nuclear damage) and tumor necrosis depth were associated with the light dose used. The highest light dose (120 J/cm^2^) induced hyperthermia showing an excellent results of irreversible damage and tumor regrowth inhibition.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

PDT has obvious advantages over other conventional cancer treatments such as chemotherapy, surgery, and radiotherapy, in that it can achieve dual selectivity, which is based on the selective accumulation of the PS in the tumor or other diseased tissue and on the spatially confined and focused delivering of light into the target tissue. In order to overcome undesired side effects of PDT, a number of the second and third generation PSs have been developed, especially chlorophyll Chl derivatives for both economic and environmental advantages of such naturally occurring chlorins. The development of PSs is likely to focus on increasing therapeutic efficacy and selectivity (targeting) for malignant tissues. A combination therapy, such as PDT with anticancer agents or PDT with PTT, is useful in order to significantly reduce drug dose and prevent tumor recurrences for complete therapeutic effect. Advanced light delivery technology shows successful investigations *in vitro* and *in vivo* for further clinical applications in PDT.
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![Examples of second generation photosensitizer. (A) Tookad. (B) Antrin (Lu texaphyrin). (C) Benzoporphyrin derivative monocarboxylic acid (BPD-MA). (D) Purlytin. (E) Foscan. (F) Phthalocyanine.](ce-46-7-g001){#F1}

![Modified Jablonski diagram. Photophysical processes involved in photodynamic therapy: 1) absorption, 2) fluorescence, 3) internal conversion, 4) intersystem crossing, 5) phosphorescence, 6) formation of free radicals by energy transfer from T~1~ photosensitizer to biological substrates, and 7) formation of singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~) by energy transfer from T~1~ photosensitizer to triplet oxygen (^3^O~2~). Adapted from Sternberg et al. Tetrahedron 1998;54:4151-4202, with permission from David Dolphin.[@B12]](ce-46-7-g002){#F2}

![Comparative structures of porphyrin, chlorine, and bacteriochlorin. The bold lines indicate the 18π electron \[18\]-diazaannulene aromatic pathway.](ce-46-7-g003){#F3}

![The structures of Chl a and b, and methyl pheophorbide a (MPa).](ce-46-7-g004){#F4}

![Structures of some Chl derivatives as photosensitizers in photodynamic therapy. (A) Photochlor (2-\[1-hexyloxyethyl\]-2-devinyl pyropheophorbide-a, HPPH). (B) Taraporfin (Mono-L-aspartyl chlorin e6, NPe6). (C) Chlorin e6. (D) Purpurin (PP)-18. (E) Chlorin p6. (F) Purpurinimide. (G) Ketobacteriochlorin. (H) Zn-Benzochlorin. (I) Benzbaceriochlorin.](ce-46-7-g005){#F5}

![Structures of photosensitizer-carbohydrate conjugates. (A) Pyropheophorbide 2-deoxyglucosamide (Pyro-2DG). (B) Purpurinimide-carbohydrate conjugate. (C) A 2-(1-hexyloxyethyl)-2-devinyl pyropheophorbide-a (HPPH)-Gal.](ce-46-7-g006){#F6}

![Synthesis of the basic chlorin derivatives having reactive groups. Reaction conditions: a) 5% H~2~SO~4~ in MeOH, N~2~, 12 hours. b) 2, 4, 6-collidine, N~2~, reflux, 2 hours; c) aq. LiOH, N~2~, 1.5 hours; d) KOH/1-propanol/pyridine/air, 2 hours; CH~2~N~2~; e) H~2~NCH~2~CH~2~R, CH~2~Cl~2~, 2 hours; f) CBr~4~, PPh~3~; g) OsO~4~, NaIO~4~, 6 hours. MP, methyl pheophorbide; MPP, methyl pyropheophorbide; PP, purpurin.](ce-46-7-g007){#F7}

![Synthesis of purpurinimides having active groups. Reaction conditions: a) RNH~2~, pyridine, 5 hours; b) RNH~2~, Toluene, N~2~, reflux, 6 to 12 hours, c) from 16A to 17, TFA; from 15A to 18, CBr~4~, PPh~3~. MP, methyl pheophorbide; MDD, methy pyropheophorbide; PP, purpurin.](ce-46-7-g008){#F8}

![Synthetic pathway of Pu-18-N-methyl-D-glucamine (NMGA) conjugated to gold nanoparticles (GNPs). PS, photosensitizer. Adapted from Lkhagvadulam et al. J Porphyr Phthalocyanines 2012;16:331-340, with permission from World Scientific Publishing Co.[@B95]](ce-46-7-g009){#F9}

![Cell viability (%) of Pu-18-*N*-methyl-*D*-glucamine (photosensitizer, PS), PS-gold nanoparticles (GNPs) conjugate (PSGNPs), and citrate-GNPs (GNPs) (5.5 µg/mL concentration of PS) treated A549 cells by exposure to an irradiation at 670 to 710 nm (2 J/cm^2^) for 15 minutes. Error bars represent the standard deviation of three replicate experiments. Adapted from Lkhagvadulam et al. J Porphyr Phthalocyanines 2012;16:331-340, with permission from World Scientific Publishing Co.[@B95]](ce-46-7-g010){#F10}
